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 Throughout, MacGregor shares her own personal yoga trip and her devotion to yoga
exercises as a path of self-realization in a manner that will inspire all practitioners. Right here,
Kino MacGregor, a disciple of Sri K. Pattabhi Jois, the great modern guru who developed
Ashtanga Yoga, gives a comprehensive look at of the practice and displays how Ashtanga is
certainly fundamentally a route of spiritual transformation and personal advancement.
MacGregor delves into the history and custom of Ashtanga Yoga exercises and reveals how
its philosophy manifests in modern lifestyle and dietary choices. Her clear, step-by-step
instruction of the Ashtanga Yoga exercises Major Series— She also explains the essential
connection of breath, position, and gaze that is the core of the practice.including standing,
seated, backbending, twisting, hip-opening, and closing postures—is a wonderful initiation for
individuals who are new to the practice, and it will motivate experienced yogis toward
perfection of the form.Ashtanga Yoga exercise is a graceful, athletic kind of yoga that has
been extremely popular recently.
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A fantastic and important companion for ALL yoga practitioners, not just Ashtangis I have
already been exploring a yoga practice since I actually was 17 and found my mom's VHS copy
of Raquel Welch doing what I actually later learned is the Bikram series (sans heat, which I
strongly recommend). Almost 30 years later on, I am still discovering and yoga by no means
ceases to amaze me. Highly recommend. Part of me admires individuals who can select one
path and walk it with utter devotion without meandering off to explore the areas because I am
not really that gal. My own body loves to encounter so many different things and each type of
yoga I have embraced has brought with it some unique and gorgeous lessons and healing. It
really is different depending on how far along you are. What surprises and delights me in this
book is just what a lovely writer she is as well. I had the satisfaction of meeting Kino at
backbend and hip opener workshop she did earlier this year and even got my reserve signed!
Does not go into details of how to approach troubles in poses. It is inspiring, informative and
will be offering physical modifications and perspective that will benefit any style of
practice..As the sneak peek within the reserve on amazon doesn't show this, there are tons of
beautiful photos as well, making it clear and helpful for someone exploring the Primary Series
for the first time (or possibly someone who's rusty, ahem, or simply loves the insight you
receive when you available to plenty of teachers instead of just a couple of). The book is so
beautiful I wish they offered a hardcover edition with color photos inside, but also as-is I
honestly feel that this reserve stands alongside "Light on Yoga", "Yoga Mala" and David
Swenson's indispensable book with regards to content. Clearly the writer is a good instructor
but she could have done a better job explaining possible troubles of the poses for different
people and how to deal with them. ALL YOU HAVE TO Is A Mat (which book)... Just perfect!
I've found it to end up being an amazing tool to learn lore of yoga exercises, but also to
maintain my memory in check, and make sure my practice goes smoothly each time. Great
but it surely needs to be paired with her Dvd movie or online videos Kino MacGregor is one of
my all-time greatest part models. I really like this book. It is well crafted and thoroughly
beneficial for folks just getting into the spiritual and life-style aspects of yoga, as well as the
physical practice of yoga/asanas. I'll say that I discover the need to read the intro sections
several times because there is so very much to remember and learn. It is well worth watching
her video clips on each series to get a hang of the breaths and type pointers. This book even
writes the benefits.Gaps:Opening and closing mantra: I would have to check, but We don't
recall anywhere in the reserve mentioning that there surely is an starting and a closing mantra
situated in the appendices that should be said out loud before and after each practice. It took
me weeks to realize there is a closing mantra on the back page of the opening, so I had been
reciting the opening mantra before and after the practice up until after that.Breaths: The
appendices possess a breath rundown for every series. However, because it does not also
depict the poses, it can be very confusing to follow. Its beautifully written with short
background description of Ashtanga and its background at the beggining of the book, and
most importantly, what makes yoga, yoga! I RECOMMEND subscribing to her internet site,
OMStars, or her videos may also be accessed on Alo Movements/Cody App. I also discover
that there are some crucial details that are without the practice section of the
publication.Closing Postures: We don't recall ever since closing postures should be practiced
after every practice, whether or not you have progressed from the first series or not. How?
Some of these poses will need years for many people..Like the majority of yoga-nuts, I am
familiar with Kino and also have watched her videos on Youtube, which offer quick and
powerful tips on various postures, a lot of which changed my whole approach and connection



with something I had been doing for decades, therefore i already know just what a
extraordinary teacher she is.Mastery: She mentions in this book that practictoomers should
look for an in-person instructor as early as possible. Incredible detail!.. Regardless, here are
the gaps I've observed up to now. A critical part of the practice of Ashtanga yoga is mastery of
one group of poses before moving to the next. However, there is very little guidance on what
that means. She simply says do this do this. I am larger than the normal yogi, and while I really
do not really feel any less at home with yoga exercise for it, I really do believe that, for a yogi
who frequently promotes the ethos that YOGA Can be FOR EVERYBODY AND EVERY BODY,
she will not indicate if being able to perform each pose to its most advanced degree may be
the description of mastery, or if expert basically means knowing and getting comfortable in
the motions and poses, while keeping the gaze and breath properly placed is the defining
factor. I haven't actually found an answer for this, but I know that I am with the capacity of
more than sunlight salutations, so after 8 weeks of practicing nothing but that and still not
being able to do complete Chaturanga with extra strength work later in the day, I relocated to
the second set of sunlight salutations, and plan to progress past that even if Chaturanga
continues to be not accessible if you ask me when I can make it through the entire set without
extra breaths no mistakes/skipped transitions or poses. Unfortunately, there isn't any teacher
within 60 kilometers of me advertisement Ashtanga is most beneficial practiced early in the
morning, so. This book is nothing lacking amazing! I am personally practicing different types of
yoga since 2013, and teaching since 2016, and out of all the book I've bought on the topic of
yoga, this is by far the best one I personal. Kino goes into great fine detail about each pose of
the Ashtanga series, step by step with variations which make it available to anyone attempting
to learn this historic practice. Kino even discusses discomfort that you may have in poses, and
which is okay to experience (IE discomfort across the muscle vs the muscle groups attaching
at a joint or the joint itself). I had mistakes in my practice for a number of weeks because I
misunderstood these guidelines. Her deep like and abiding passion for the practice comes
through noisy and clear, dripping from every well-chosen phrase. She was a real pleasure to
meet personally and I look forward to reading her second book on Ashtanga yoga
exercises!And I can tell you this. My daily practice isn't complete without this reserve beside
my mat. I have no idea of higher compliment than that for a reserve about yoga. For me, I
generally have difficulty memorizing track lyrics and so on, and this has helped me a great
deal with the starting prayer. It serves as a fantastic companion to an Omstars.com
subscription. If you're interested in Ashtanga Yoga exercises, this is the perfect tool to get you
started! Kino is so knowledgeable about yoga exercise and the anatomy that .. This book is
ideal for anyone interested in the history and total idea of ashtanga yoga. Kino is so
knowledgeable about yoga exercises and the anatomy that goes into it. I will list the gaps
below for anybody interested in a far more thorough review. She shows the poses and writes
the description but will not really show how to proceed through with each pose except for the
sun salutations. It’s not just about poses.. She offers up her own story, which gives us a
glimpse into her connection to yoga and what this means, as well as invaluable information for
even an advanced newbie or intermediate yogi (like breathing cues and drishtis). We finally
have this book on my own, (rather than from the library anymore) I found it very useful, the
philosophy behind the Yoga practice is frequently neglect, and the asanas become a mayor
objective, when I think should be the opposite, the principal series is a difficult practice, but
there’s always an option for all of us the beginners, and this publication has both, ( philosophy
and beg version) in addition to the author has a large amount of free movies on her behalf



youtube channel where you can often go for any more assistance. That said, I have to again
encourage you a subscription to OMStars because there is a video on there where she
teaches you WHICH closing postures to use after your practice.. I simply loved it. Exactly what
I am looking for!. She also breaks down all the poses, which actually helps for at home use. It
was exactly what i have been searching for!This book is a striking companion to ANY yoga
practice, no matter sequence or form. All you ever eanted to know about ashtanga Just
perfect! Yes, it really is that good. For example, I am focusing on it daily, but admit that I might
never be able to do full Chaturanga. There exists a section on closing postures, most of which
are completely inaccessible to the newer practitioner.my practice has been FAR from
consistent lately but scanning this reminds me personally of just what my entire life and body
are missing by skipping mat time and has compelled me personally to reconnect. I wish it had
been more descriptive of the actions needed. Everything you ever wished to find out about
ashtanga, written in an exceedingly down to earth however convincing language. Great read
for a newbie to understand the basics of the phylosophy and asana. My desire for the practice,
and desire to see a variety of "forms" led me to consider Kundalini yoga teacher training and to
this day I rotate between that, Ashtanga (and the beautiful variation on that theme which is
presented by Bryan Kest) and Bikram (practiced in the home).
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